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better choice than a Salvajor. We 
manufacture adaptors to replace all 
major brands and supply them at no 
cost when purchasing a disposer. 
Installation of an adaptor is easy 
and requires only simple tools.
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Smart Ways to Regain Financial Strength: 
The Power of the Connected Kitchen

Jay Fiske
VP Business Development
Powerhouse Dynamics

I
magine you or your customer operates a multi-site 

QSR that’s ready to welcome more families than usual 

during a Mid-Atlantic heatwave. At 8 PM on a 

Saturday night, you learn that the shake machine in the 

Baltimore location has failed, and the diners lined up at 

the doors have left disappointed. Local management, 

excited that business had been picking up, is discouraged 

at the loss of revenue — both that night and the next day 

while the machine is being repaired. They worry that the 

people who walked away will never return.

    How might the restaurant and its technician partners 

prevent even more unexpected losses?

    This situation, though hypothetical, illustrates the 

challenge — and opportunity — facing the foodservice 

industry and these partners right now. Though 993,000 

restaurant jobs were going begging as of March 

(U.S. Labor Department), companies have still been 

pushing forward, with steadily rising revenues (National 

Restaurant Association). As of June 2021, for instance, 

monthly sales hit $70.6 billion, $4.4 billion more than the 

pre-pandemic figure of $66.2 billion for February 2020.

    So how can everyone turn up the heat — preempting 

glitches like a failed air conditioning system — to push 

industry revenues to a rolling boil? 

    Enter advances in the “smart,” connected kitchen using 

the Internet of Things (IoT). Food service operators are 

harnessing these technologies in new ways to acceler-

ate revenue growth, maximize efficiency and operational 

performance, lower energy usage, and drive down costs, 

waste and risks. 

    These technologies enable users to connect virtually 

any equipment — from refrigerators and ovens to fryers 

and dish machines — monitoring them and automating 

tasks in real time, through an online interface or mobile 

app, across hundreds or thousands of sites. 

Here are some of the ways they are being applied today:

Preventive Maintenance

    Consider the fictional ice cream shop, which might 

never have faced this disastrous night had it known its 

shake machine was close to breaking down.

Today’s IoT technologies that connect digitally to 

equipment in many cases record the run time of their key 

components. If the mean time to failure for a particular 

machine part is 8,000 hours, and operators can see that 

threshold approaching, then they’re empowered to bring 

in a technician to swap it out in time. 

This not only prevents lost revenue, it also avoids high 

repair bills. Connex (formerly PRSM) researchers have 

found that the average costs of proactive service calls 

are one-third of the usual cost of reactive repairs when 

failures happen. Advance alerts through IoT platforms are 

eliminating these preventable cost burdens.

Avoiding Wear and Tear

    What happens when restaurants stack their ovens on 

top of each other? During busy periods, the kitchen staff 

will use the top and bottom machines, but it’s human 

nature that when it’s quieter, many workers will use the 

upper ovens to avoid bending. How can restaurants and 

their technicians prevent premature replacement of the 

top ovens because the bottom ones are barely being 

used? Leveraging IoT, they can level load the equipment 

by programming the upper ovens to turn off when 

customer traffic goes down.

Doing More with Less While Keeping Staff Happy 

    The most successful people in the restaurant/hospitality 

industry enjoy getting to know their customers and 

providing them with a fun experience. But the stresses of 

keeping diners comfortable and safe in the “new normal”— 

never mind relaxed and happy — can be wearing, especial-

ly when there aren’t enough staff to go around.

IoT is lifting some of this burden, too. From automatically 

alerting staff to equipment problems in time, to 

distributing food safety reports, the technology 

streamlines their workload and provides the “extra eyes 

and hands” they need. Moreover, technologies that 

automate energy/HVAC use (programming HVAC 

equipment to turn on a half hour before restaurants open, 

and off at closing) ensure an optimal environment for 

diners and staff, so everyone can concentrate on the 

restaurant experience.

Improving Sustainability and Reducing Waste

    Recently, a restaurant invested in connected ovens and 

thought they were malfunctioning. The reason: They were 

receiving email alerts directing them to discard the 

expensive proteins just cooked, because sensors 

determined the product was still raw at the center. Upon 

reviewing the data from the connected ovens, the 

customer learned that the staff was starting the cooking 

cycle while the food was still frozen at its core. The alerts 

from the connected ovens were correct in their diagnosis 

of an unsafe product, preventing diners from consuming 

something that might make them ill.

    Eliminating such risk and costly food waste is one of 

the ways restaurants are improving sustainability prac-

tices through IoT. Another is conserving energy, one of 

restaurants’ top costs. Walk-in freezers are one source of 

excessive energy use, since they are often programmed to 

defrost every six hours, regardless of whether there is frost 

on their coils or not. Newer sensors can detect frost on the 

coils, so that defrosting only occurs when needed. This can 

result in 20-40% energy savings in the freezers alone.

Other technologies are tracking water leaks from toilets 

and sinks, whose costs can be so crippling that they’ve 

been known to put particular restaurant locations out of 

business.

    At a time when many customers want to engage with 

brands that prioritize sustainability, these technologies can 

make a meaningful difference. Two years ago, an analysis 

of 5,000 retail and restaurant locations that reduced their 

energy usage by 161 million kilowatt hours revealed the 

environmental impact — 80 million fewer tons of CO2 

emitted, which was equivalent to nearly 126 million pounds 

of coal being burned.

Opening New Business — and Revenue -- Opportunities

    Since the pandemic, the ghost kitchen model has 

exploded, and with it has come an important new 

application for IoT. Consider a 1,500-square-foot kitchen 

supporting 20 different restaurant brands, each of which 

requires unique recipes on key equipment such as ovens 

and fryers. New recipes and recipe updates may need to 

be pushed to equipment across hundreds or thousands 

of locations across the country in real time. Thumb drives 

aren’t up to the task; this is an instance where IoT 

platforms can be used to automate instant updates.

Preventing Quality/Safety Slipups

    Just when restaurants are picking up the pace, a well-

publicized quality/safety slipup can put their profits on the 

back burner. IoT technologies are being used to prevent 

this — both by archiving and automating the distribution of 

safety protocols, and alerting operators when procedures 

are not being followed.

    Consider shake machines once again which must be in 

the right condition to complete heat treat cycles and then 

cool down at the right temperature and speed. Granular 

data available from the machines’ digital controls can help 

ensure that temperatures and product levels are exactly 

right, so that machines are offline for as little time as 

possible and shakes will continue to be delicious and safe.

IoT has myriad other safety applications, too. Do 

dishwashers have enough detergent inside, and are they 

heating to the right temperature? Are refrigerators and 

freezers cool enough? Is the chicken being placed in 

takeout containers hot enough inside, even when it looks 

crispy on the outside and what oven settings are needed to 

ensure that’s the case every time?

    The restaurant business is high touch, and using the 

right technology frees management and staff, as well as 

their partners, to make it so. At a time when foodservice 

companies are finally poised to grow, the smart, connected 

kitchen can free them to do their best work — working 

with their technical partners to connect and maintain 

their equipment, observe best practices, reduce costs and 

waste, and increase sales and profits.

“So how can everyone turn up 
the heat — preempting glitches 
like a failed air conditioning 
system — to push industry 
revenues to a rolling boil?”
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